Project:

Hotel Nikko San Francisco

Location:

San Francisco, California

Products:

Acrovyn® Doors

About the Project
Hotel Nikko is an impressive 28-story structure
offering over 500 guest rooms, along with myriad
meeting rooms, ballrooms and other typical
gathering spaces.
The hotel, in the heart of San Francisco’s Union
Square, is known for its welcoming, upscale atmosphere.
With its Asian-inspired décor, stunning city views, private lounges and luxury
amenities, Hotel Nikko is understandably a popular spot.
A steady stream of guests and staff, carrying and rolling luggage, catering carts
and equipment, leads to continual abuse to the hotel interior, which includes
damage to the doors.

Design Goals
The existing doors quickly showed wear and tear, so a simple, cost-effective
solution was crucial.
Russell Palacio, Director of Engineering at Hotel Nikko, wanted the doors to
be sleek and stylish. He collaborated with Vic Scafani, owner of San Francisco
Window & Door Co. to resolve the issue.

At a Glance:
Acrovyn Doors
Hotel Nikko San Francisco
revitalized its meeting
room and ballroom
openings with Acrovyn
Doors. The endurance and
polished look of the doors
help to solidify the hotel’s
high-class atmosphere.

Results
Following sample approvals by the Board of Directors and the CEO,
twenty-one pairs of interior doors were replaced with 90-minute,
fire-rated Acrovyn Doors.
These doors provide extra protection against frequent impacts,
yielding stunning endurance for years to come.
With Hotel Nikko’s focus on maintaining its high-end appeal,
Acrovyn Doors are the solution that delivers uncompromising
durability and style.
“We’re located in the heart of a dynamic and beautiful city, so our
hotel needs to look its best at all times in this highly competitive
market,” said Palacio. “Acrovyn Doors were created for durability and
we needed to make sure our doors lasted. Plus, Acrovyn Doors look
great doing their job.“
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